Abstract-In nuclear medicine, there is a significant research focus in developing a new approach in monitoring, tracking and compensating respiratory motion during image acquisition. We address this by attempting to model the respiratory cycle pattern and finding a method that describes the configuration of the anterior surface which then correlates with the internal position/configuration of the internal organ as a foundation for motion compensation. This paper presents novel work in parameterizing external respiratory motion using a method based on the variation of abdominal vs. thoracic surface markers to investigate inter-and intra-subject variation. The dominant mode of variation of the Abdominal and Thoracic surfaces during respiration using Principle Component Analysis (PCA) is studied. This demonstrates that pattern of TS vs AS motion appears temporally at a global level stable. Thus Although breathing style is consistent within a given subject, we there observe temporal changes in the amplitude and density of the PDF in intra-subject data.
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I. INTRODUCTION
O NE of the current challenges in nuclear emission tomography is respiratory motion correction. Respiratory motion during the emission data acquisition process leads to blurred images, thus challenging diagnosis, planning and follow-up processes. There is significant clinical evidence on the effect that respiratory motion has on lesions localisation [1] , [2] , [3] , [4] . Correspondingly, significant tumour motion and variation in lung volume has been reported in [5] , [6] whereby images reconstructed without respiratory motion compensation were studied. Thus, there exists significant research focus in developing new approaches to monitor and track respiratory motion during data acquisition [7] and understanding the relationship between external marker motion and internal organ motion [8] .
This paper presents new work in parameterizing external respiratory motion. This is undertaken by extracting the dominant mode of variation of the Abdomen and Thoracic surfaces during respiration using Principle Components Analysis (PCA). Subsequently, the relative likelihood of the AbdomenSurface (AS) and (Thoracic-Surface)TS variational vectors will be used to estimate the likelihood position of the anterior surface during respiration.
II. METHODOLOGY

A. Subjects Preparation
In this study a group of 10 volunteers were recruited: 7 male and 3 female with a variation in body shape, as presented by their body mass indices (BMI) ranging between 29.8 kg/m 2 to 21.3 kg/m 2 . Subjects then participated in 3 tracking sessions separated by several days. The first session involved approximately 10 minutes of motion capture persubject where as the remaining two sessions lasted approximately 5 minutes. Each subject was prepared in advance with a set of 16 infra-red active markers attached as illustrated in Figurer 5 . The markers were arranged on the anterior surface in a four-by-four grid ( see Figure 1 (a)) as follows: near the chest wall at the level of the third and fifth coastal cartilage, section 1 (S1) and section 2 (S2) respectively, targeting the lung-apposed rib cage; midway between the xyphoid process and the coastal margin (S3), targeting the abdomen-apposed rib cage; at the level of the umbilicus (S4). 
B. Data Acquisition
To study inter-and intra-subject variation of abdominal vs. thoracic respiratory motion, each subject was imaged using a Codamotion infra-red marker-based system. The system measures the 3D locations of infra-red active markers in real-time with resolution about 3mrad (0.002 degree) at 3m from the camera, a lateral/horizontal resolution of 0.1 mm, vertical resolution of 0.6 mm and viewing angle approx 80 o . The sampling rate of the system was user-selected to 10 frame/sec. The markers for this system were arranged on each volunteer's anterior surface in a four-by-four grid [9] , [10] . Table I illustrates the result obtained from scanning the aforementioned volunteer cohort. It shows that the surface displacements for both TS and AS during a breathing cycle where these displacement values describe the average distance between the markers of a target (TS or AS) region. Table I demonstrates a mean displacement of the TS (AS) region of 12.6 ± 5.5 mm (18.3 ± 10.3mm). In addition, the table indicates that the maximum displacement of TS is about 24.6 mm and the maximum displacement of AB is about 39.8 mm.
C. Data Characterization
As described in previous section, a marker-based respiratory motion data were acquired using two 4*2 groups of markers referred to as the Thoracic surface (TS) and the Abdomen surface (AS) respectively. Each frame was analysed as a column matrix F n :
where X n,1 , Y n,1 , Z n,1 .....X n,s , Y n,s , Z n,s describe the Cartesian data of each marker and 1 through s is the marker index at frame n. As a result each frame will be represented by D * 1 vectors, where D = 3 * s is the dimensional vectors for F n . Therefore, by using 8 markers for the TS and AS respectively, the representation of each data set is a 24 dimensional vector. The respiratory motion sequence for each volunteer is represented by a matrix M , where each row of the motion matrix corresponds to all the motion components of a particular marker, and each column of M corresponds to a set of measurements from one particular frame. Equation 2 illustrates the motion matrix of the anterior surface. F 2 , F 3 , . .....F r ], r = 1 : number of f rames (2) Where M is the motion sequence of frames F , r is the number of frames. To reduce dimensionality Principle Components Analysis were used. Thus, the low dimensional data set produced by PCA for both acquired data AS and TS can be described by the equation:
where F is the motion data mean and F V is vector of the minimum number of eigenvalues needed to obtain a satisfactory representation of the motion capture data [10] . Thus, the dimensionally reduced data for both AS and TS will be represented as a vector V n = [f n,AS , f n,T S ], subsequently referred to here as a variation vector PCA analysis was then undertaken using the method described in appendix. The first seven principal components for each data set are illustrated in Figure 2 . On average, the first principal component (PC) accounts for more than 93% of the overall variance in both data sets AS and TS. Figure   Fig. 2 . The first seven principal components. The error bars represent the standard deviation on the calculated values across the cohort 3 illustrates the the dominant modes of variation associated with the dominant eigenspace for one of the volunteer, where W T S and W AS is described the dominant modes of variation for the TS and AS respectively.
D. Gaussian kernel Probability Density Function
To study the variation in Eigen space of AS vs. TS motion during respiration, the relative likelihood for a variation vector variables at any given point in the observation space was estimated using a Gaussian kernel Probability Density Function (PDF ) method. A Gaussian kernel PDF method estimates the value of the PDF at any point Z(i) = [x i , yi], (i is the number of points in space used to estimate the PDF) by the sum of Gaussian centered at variation vector V n . This is accomplished by the following equation [11] :
where D n = Zi − V n ,Σ is a covariance matrix of the variation vector, h is an additional scaling factor and K is the a K-dimensional of the variation vector. Generating the Joint probability between TS and AS variation in eigen space can be used as method of characterizing and modeling the respiratory cycle.
III. PRELIMINARY RESULT Inter-subject: The marker motion data from each subject participating in the initial 10 minutes tracking session was analyzed as described in the previous section. Figure 4(b) shows an example of the Gaussian kernel Probability Density Estimation (PDE ) for subject 'A1' which reflects the relative likelihood of the AS and TS movements: this is described as an anti-phase movement pattern, in contrast to Figure 4 (a) illustrating an in-phase movement pattern for volunteer volunteer A8. Both of these subjects represent highly consistent respiratory behavior over the 10 minute acquisition period. Table IIsummarizes in this initial session. Figure 4 (c) and 4(d) still reflect the same general pattern of anti-phase and in-phase motion respectively but with much higher degree of variability in the observed pattern. observed data pattern.
Intra-subject: To study intra-subject respiratory pattern stability and whether change over time occurs within subjects, each subject participated in a further two motion capture sessions. Table II summarizes the overall preliminary result obtained form this study which reflects intra-subject stability in the style of respiration over all the subjects in the three tracking sessions Moreover, to study intra-subject variation, the 10 minutes motion capture sequence data where divided into a set of 10s episodes and a comparison was undertaken for each episode.
As an example, Figure 5 illustrates 10 episodes for subject 'A4' where the stability of the pattern over 10 minutes is shown. These preliminary results obtained from the Gaussian kernel Probability Density Estimation (PDE ) for the relative likelihood of the AS and TS motion during respiration shows that the pattern of TS vs AS motion appears temporally at a global level stable at least for the volunteers used here.
However, we observe small but significant changes in the amplitude and density of the PDF in intra-subject data, the overall pattern of the PDFs were largely consistent.
These effects become more obvious when the data are divided into small (10s) episodes, wherein the temporal drift of the motion parameters can be clearly seen. These results could play an important factor in correlating the internal organs motion to the anterior surface motion during respiration compensation schemes. Future work involves devising a method of correlating these external observed patterns to internal organs motion using dynamic CT image data will be studied. This will be achieved by establishing correspondence between the Gaussian kernel PDE of an internal organs and the anterior surface motion during respiration. .
